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 Toward the end of the 1970s legal scholar Derrick Bell began publishing a series of 

essays that led to the development of Critical Race Theory (Crenshaw et al., 1995).  Critical Race 

Theory (CRT) emerged from within legal studies, but has become useful in a variety of fields, 

including media and cultural studies. Its interdisciplinary approach demonstrates a permanent 

anti-Black racism in the United States.  According to CRT, racism is replicated in all of society’s 

institutions and cultural patterns, or as Emma Coleman Jordan has explained, it is this nation’s 

“algorithm of inequality” (Jordan, 2009).  Through CRT we trace this algorithm’s cinematic 

shifts demonstrating a more than one hundred year pattern of representations of Black images 

leading to the works of Tyler Perry.  

  Derrick Bell maintains that CRT emanates from legal scholarship with most of its authors 

being people of color who acknowledge racism as permanent, indestructible components of this 

society  (Crenshaw et al., 1995).  However, Bell does not suggest that this permanency should 

encourage passivity.  To the contrary, Cornel West notes that CRT challenges us to be critical in 

addressing “the most explosive issue in American civilization”:  the law’s complicity in the 

historic upholding of White supremacy and the legal academy’s continued abetting of those 

social injustices” (Cited in Crenshaw et al., 1995, pp. xi-xii).  Although CRT initially may have 
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been intended for the world of law, this theory extends beyond the courtroom and legal discourse 

because it challenges racial power constructs and representations in American society.  As we 

demonstrate below, media—film in particular—are equally complicit in upholding White 

supremacy; their productions and intellectual apparatus often abet those same social injustices.  

 Critical Race Theorist John Calmore describes how CRT functions in the cultural realm 

and helps explain how we intend to apply CRT to the films of Tyler Perry.   Calmore (1995) 

observes that art emanates from a society’s culture and creates and cultivates a “lifestyle and 

worldview” (p. 316). Calmore extends his observation of Brenkman who identifies culture as 

containing the symbols and expressions by which a group obtains its identity and solidarity.  For 

Calmore, a subordinate group’s cultural heritage reflects internal and external traits and patterns.  

What a subordinate or oppressed group claims to be part of its culture is often defined as much, 

if not more, by what the dominant group or oppressor imposes than what it creates on its own. 

Cultural expression, be that music, writing or in our case film, becomes like Calmore says of law, 

“not only an instrument of social control but also a symbolic expression of dominant society” (p. 

323). Thus, like other Critical Race Theorists, we seek to explicate the connections between our 

symbolic environment and its material impact on the social, cultural and political inequality that 

Black people still face.     

CRT and The Mantan Manifesto 
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To understand the pattern of representation and societal function of the Black image we 

begin with Spike Lee’s Bamboozled (2000), in which the character Thomas Dunwitty (Michael 

Rapaport), a television network executive in charge of the newest hit, “Mantan: The New 

Millennium Minstrel Show,” brings in a Yale University Ph.D. in African American Studies —

Myrna Goldfarb (Dina Pearlman)— to assist against a pending backlash from angry Black 

viewers.  The show’s name is an obvious allusion to Mantan Moreland, the African American 

actor of the 1930s-1940s known for his cackling laugh and bulging eyes. Acknowledging they 

were updating a form of Black representation long thought to be buried —minstrelsy— Goldfarb 

advises network executives on how to handle the potential public relations nightmare. To insulate 

the network and staff from community hostilities, Goldfarb offers “The Mantan Manifesto," 

which provides us a base from which to build a CRT critique of Perry's films. 

 Even before Bamboozled, Spike Lee’s Girl 6 (1996) critiqued Hollywood’s predilection 

for omitting Black people in the process of making Black films (see Jhally, 1996). In Girl 6 it is a 

White filmmaker (Quentin Tarrantino) telling an aspiring Black actress (Theresa Randle) that he 

will be making the “quintessential” Black film.  In Bamboozled it is White film executive 

Dunwitty and the obviously White Jewish Myrna Goldfarb making a similar declaration. As 

Goldfarb explains, this insulating Manifesto consists of the following core tenets and suggested 

defensive, explanatory and preemptive responses: 

“The Mantan Manifesto” 
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1. “Gainfully employ African Americans in front of and behind the camera.” 

2. “Let the audience decide.” 

3.  “Who are these would-be ‘cultural police’?” 

4. “Who determines what is Black? We are not saying anything about the entire African 

American community.” 

5.  “This is simply satire.” 

6. “If they don’t like it, ‘F-‘em!’ ” 

7.  “And lastly, always smile, wear kente cloth, reference Dr. King, and remember, this show was 

created by a non-threatening Black male.” 

 Goldfarb’s rules represent a film industry pattern of representing Blackness while 

simultaneously controlling the images of the current state of Black America while also 

maintaining and expanding White domination.  This Manifesto has been and remains in ploy 

from Birth of a Nation to For Colored Girls—and even before Birth. 

The Industry Revisited, Context for Perry’s Arrival 

 The minstrel tradition that the television executives of Bamboozled sought to recreate 

predates the earliest celluloid images of African Americans. Film scholar Donald Bogle (1990) 

categorizes many of these early Black film stereotypes as toms, coons, mulattoes, mammies, and 

bucks in his book of the same title. Other scholars echo Bogle’s contention that demeaning 

popular images of Blacks existed well before the advent of the film industry.  During the height 
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of American slavery the American theater scene as well as the popular literature of this country 

crafted narrow, often demeaning views of Black life and culture.  These negative popular images 

of Blacks continued through the 1800s and were often used by anti-abolitionists as propaganda 

for their campaigns to maintain the institution of slavery.  

 According to historian Cedric Robinson it was the popular published etchings and 

caricatures of James Thackera (1767-1848) that presented the coon image of Blacks; of David 

Johnston (1799-1865) that popularized Blacks as offenders of social mores including 

drunkenness and other petty crimes; and of Edward Clay (1798-1848) that “employed and 

invented Black dialect for his subjects, [and] distorted their faces in a manner which anticipates 

minstrelsy, and etched their bodies to approach simian proportions” (Robinson, 2007, p. 47).  

These men’s projections of Blacks as criminals, their mocking of Black speech, and their 

distortion of the Black body in popular images became a trope and has been repeated in nearly 

every facet of American popular culture—including the contemporary works of Tyler Perry.  

 Perhaps the most influential popular art form to inform public perceptions on Black 

images was this country’s most popular art form during the mid-1800s—minstrelsy.  Minstrelsy 

was the brilliance of African American humor along with elements of song and dance that were 

taken out of their “original context, transformed and parodied [by White men], then spotlighted 

for the entertainment and amusement of non-Black audiences” (Watkins, 1994, p. 82). Thus, 

minstrelsy became the first commercially exploited Black expressive form—one that was created 
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to ridicule Blacks, not to admire their art and creativity.  One would think, then, that Blacks 

would refuse to appear as performers in minstrelsy.  Instead, as minstrelsy continued to soar in 

popularity, some Blacks seized on the energy of the most popular form of live entertainment in 

America and performed as minstrels.  

Almost as if working straight from the tenets of the Mantan Manifesto, defenders of  

Blacks’ participation in minstrelsy argue that Black and White audience members enjoyed these 

depictions. African American theatre scholar Samuel Hay (1994) claims “neither the actors nor 

the audiences took umbrage at the stereotypes” (p. 18). Hay defends Black minstrel performers 

such as Tom Fletcher (1872-1954) who was able to support and educate his family as a result of 

his minstrelsy.  Hay quotes Fletcher who expressed his “hope that the clowning would help to 

‘break down the ill feeling that existed toward the colored people’ ” (p. 18).  Unfortunately, the 

path that Black entertainers took to overcome this “ill feeling” involved massive acquiescence.  

James Dormon observes that “ ‘the minstrel Black was represented as an essentially 

unthreatening figure.  He (or, less frequently, she) was unquestionably ignorant (though not 

always stupid: the minstrel Blacks could be wily and even sage), maladroit, and outlandish in his 

misuses of the forms and substance of White culture’ ”(Dormon cited in Robinson, 2007, p. 129). 

Although Black performers were undeniably talented in their performances and notwithstanding 

the financial rewards that many Blacks reaped from minstrelsy, these performances were meant 

to reinforce Black subservience to Whites. Making the Black male unthreatening is crucial for 
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the White supremacist mind.  The last tenet of the Mantan Manifesto plays on this unthreatening 

Black male theme.  That tenet reminded its defenders that one of the greatest rebuttals to its 

critics was that a “non-threatening Black male” created the revived minstrel act of Mantan.  

The Black minstrel fit squarely into the White supremacist mind that perceives Black 

men to be social, physical, and even financial threats.  When Black men performed in Blackface, 

White men viewed them as childlike and harmless.  In a White supremacist culture, Black males 

must be subordinated in as many cultural avenues as possible.  These cultural representations 

help to construct a worldview that makes it “natural” to depict White men as all-powerful. This 

socialization further requires that Black men in pursuit of power must spend their energy trying 

to emulate White men and the script that they have created (see bell hooks, 2009).  

The use of non-threatening Black males satiates the political need to maintain popular 

images of subordinate communities.  Helán Page (1997) described this subordinated relationship 

in terms of the “embraceable” Black male that must be fashioned cinematically along lines that 

appease the existing stereotypes and defense mechanisms that White America holds of Black 

people generally and Black men specifically.  Page explains that Black male behavior deemed 

“positive” by Black people is seen as negative and “unembraceable” from a mainstream 

perspective.  Black male images that do not conform to White supremacist stereotypes are seen 

as “unembraceable” as they tend to upset the politically necessary representations of Black 

people as deserving a permanent “underclass” status.  Appeasing to mainstream popular images, 
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the most financially successful Black filmmaker in history—Tyler Perry—constructs  

“embraceable” Black male images in his movies.  

Tyler Perry 

Similar to some of the earliest Black filmmakers and entertainers, Tyler Perry’s 

commercial success and popularity have not shielded him from immense criticism. Some of the 

criticisms of Perry speak to his limits as a filmmaker, for his films tend to fall into the category 

of the popular melodrama.  However, the criticisms against Perry of concern for this chapter 

charge him with repeating stereotypes of Black people that go back more than a century-and-a-

half.  Perry’s supporters including pundits such as Dr. Boyce Watkins (2010) defend him on the 

basis of the Manifesto’s first tenet: the employment of Black women and men in front of and 

behind the camera:  

I don't agree with Spike Lee, and I am actually quite proud of Perry's achievements. On 

one hand, we can argue that Perry's films are an exciting view into the life of a man who 

started with nothing and ended up with everything. He's hugged up with Oprah in every 

other picture, and he even built a studio in Atlanta that employs hundreds of African 

American actors, writers, producers, sound engineers, etc. For that, he should be 

applauded [emphasis added]. 

 Watkins repeats some of the same arguments that people made in defense of Black 

minstrel performers.  Black entertainers fed themselves and their families and were employed, 
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even if they had to paint themselves Black to imitate Whites who were imitating and ridiculing 

Blacks.  Of course, implicit (if not explicit) in the many on/offline discussions of “hatin’” on 

Perry is the issue of “let the people decide.”  The argument there is simply that criticism is 

jealousy and that audiences are mature enough to see films and determine for themselves 

whether or not there is cause for concern.  Tenets three through six of the Mantan Mainifesto are 

also represented in this sentiment, if for no other reason than their ability to establish, in this case 

Perry, as the norm against which all criticism and critics must be vetted for their authenticity. 

Certainly defenders of Perry’s films suggest that he is offering only one aspect of Black 

reality and not speaking for all Black people.  Defense of Perry’s choice of focus raises a serious 

fundamental question, one we are considering here: why are these the particular stories, 

experiences and versions of Black people that are so readily set to mainstream popular 

representation? In reality, Perry’s movies and the film characters that he has created, as Waller 

(1992) explains, coincide with the need from the onset of the film industry to ask and answer the 

fundamental question of, “within what ideologically acceptable frame could ‘Black faces’ be cast 

upon the screen so as to draw Black patrons to the nickelodeons?” (p. 3).  The “embraceable” 

Black male, originally depicted in the country’s national popular culture through minstrelsy, is 

deployed anew through Perry. Perry thus becomes the contemporary Bert Williams: Black man 

in Black face, performing the acceptable version of Blackness absent any immediately 

identifiable White person or presence. 
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Critical Race Theory argues that anti-Blackness in the development and application of the 

law is set to justify the gross inequalities suffered by Black people.  This point is equally 

essential in terms of the film industry’s ideological function.  As Page (1997) explains, while 

corporate forces quickly restructure the global economy leaving behind many Black men who 

lack the appropriate education and training for new and more highly-skilled jobs, heavily 

promoted popular imagery of Blacks (especially Black men) as inhabiting the bottom rung of 

economic success helps to justify their exclusion.  Page maintains that what society is left with is 

the wildly “familiar public image of a Black underclass,” which ultimately justifies in the public 

mind the stagnation imposed on the poor and specifically the Black and male (p. 99). 

 The production of images of a deserving Black underclass helps develop national 

“assumptions about ‘Black male’ capability” and is part of a set of “White cultural practices” that 

support “the formation of a new world order” (Page, 1997, p. 99).  Similarly, these cultural 

practices contribute to a “national obsession” with “consuming mainstream representations” of 

Black sexuality (and Black underclassness) (Page, 1997, p. 99). This idea relates to Wynter’s 

(2002) point that deformed Black images are this country’s fundamental popular culture fare (p. 

23) and shares Sexton’s (2008) notion of a national “libidinal economy” (p. 26) or unconscious 

love affair with distorted, hyper-violent, hyper-sexual and sub-human depictions of Black people. 

The filmic arrival at “embraceable” Black images is consistent with the final aspect of the 

Mantan Manifesto.  In this tenet the ultimate defense mechanism against Black criticism of anti-
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Black films is that the creator of the film or the idea for the film emanates from a “non-

threatening” Black male. Tyler Perry, then, becomes that “non-threatening” Black male, and 

nowhere is this non-threatening Black male more prominent than in Perry’s creation of Madea.  

 Perry’s use of drag is at the cornerstone of his non-threatening nature, for “within a White 

supremacist, capitalist patriarchal society to appear in drag is to symbolically cross over from the 

realm of power to a realm of powerlessness” (bell hooks, 1992, p. 146).  That is, in this 

patriarchal society men (mostly White men) are the major arbiters of power, so to move from the 

role of a man to that of a woman is to move from a position of power to one of powerlessness. 

But this society is not just sexist (patriarchal); it is also racist (White supremacist).  So, when 

Black performers like Flip Wilson, Eddie Murphy, Martin Lawrence, and Tyler Perry perform in 

drag, their performances are not only a statement to their relationship to women—Black and 

otherwise; their performances are also a statement about their power position, or perhaps more 

accurately, their lack of power compared to the ultimate power possessor in this society—White 

men.   

The above-mentioned Black male drag performers display in the Black women characters 

that they portray some level of shame, ridicule, scorn or even hatred for Black women and Black 

men.  While being in drag allows these men to control the image of Black women, bell hooks 

(1992) interprets these characterizations not only as reinforcement of power over Black women 

but also as a “disempowering image of Black masculinity” (p. 146).  A Black man appearing “as 
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a ‘woman’ within … sexist, racist media was a way to become in ‘play’ that ‘castrated,’ silly, 

childlike Black male that racist White patriarchy was comfortable in having as an image in their 

homes” (bell hooks, 1992, p. 146).  These images helped to sustain racism and sexism.  It is not 

just Perry’s cross dressing that disengages him of male power and reinforces White male 

patriarchal power; it is the type of female character that Madea represents that completes the 

disempowerment.  

 Tyler Perry’s Madea character epitomizes longstanding film stereotypes of the Black 

woman, especially the mammy stereotype. The mammy of American popular culture and film is 

a mythical creation who is the antithesis of the idealized notion of American womanhood.  

Physically, she is portrayed as an obese African American woman, with dark complexion, 

extremely large breasts and buttocks and bright shining white teeth that she often flashes in her 

frequent grins. Emotionally she is portrayed as aggressive and cantankerous, but usually only 

toward other African Americans, particularly males.  The physical traits of mammy are an 

important part of the stereotype, for they mask an underlying tension that drives the stereotype’s 

creation. Despite many American men seeing large breasts and prominent buttocks as desirable 

physical traits for women, the mammy stereotype exaggerates these features so much so as to 

make them sexually undesirable, yet maternally nurturing.  In so doing, it “allows the males who 

constructed this image, and those who accept it, to disavow their sexual interests in African 

American women” (Jewell, 1993, p. 40).   In other words, by creating an overweight, de-
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eroticized Black woman image White men “negated the rape of Black women by White men, 

transferring the responsibility for hundreds of thousands of mixed-race individuals to the Black 

rapist” (Robinson, 2007, p. 60).   

 Madea’s physical comportment parallels that of mammy.  In both her weight and in her 

height Perry ascribes physical characteristics to Madea that makes her incongruent with society’s 

definition of female and feminine attractiveness.  In casting Madea as an elderly Black woman, 

Madea repeats the stereotype of the elderly, maternal Black woman who solves the needs of 

others.  In giving his Madea character the grossly large breasts and buttocks and pearly White 

teeth that have become the signature for the mammy brand, Perry completes the mammy 

physical typecast.  As a whole, Madea’s physical characteristics do not mesh with societal views 

of a sexually attractive woman.  By cross-dressing to become Madea, Perry accomplishes a dual 

role.  First, he eradicates the Black male sex organ; that is, he destroys the Black male penis.  

Next, he eliminates the functioning sexuality of the Black woman. After all, who wants to sleep 

with Madea? 

 Madea displays many of the emotional traits of the filmic mammy.  The film 

advertisements for Perry movies with the Madea character refer to her as a “quick-tempered 

matriarch” (I Can Do Bad All by Myself); “nurturing” with a “motherly instinct” (Madea Goes to 

Jail), and as “a pistol-packing grandma” (Madea’s Family Reunion).  To some degree, Perry 

expands the aggressive nature of mammy in his 21st Century version.  Film scholar Donald 
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Bogle (1990) has maintained that mammy is the female version of the coon.  Since Perry (the 

male) is playing Madea (the woman) perhaps it becomes just commonsense to mesh the coon 

stereotype. Bogle’s arguments makes sense, for in Madea we find the physical and emotional 

traits of a mammy, but also the traits and behaviors of a coon. As Bogle (1990) reminds us, the 

coon existed as an “amusement object and Black buffoon” (p. 7).  Madea is just that. 

 In Madea Goes to Jail, as Madea is being sought by the police, various poses and pictures 

of Madea appear on the screen in an attempt to recap her criminal career. In one picture, Madea 

is described as a degenerate thief convicted of illegal gambling and is shown wearing an outfit 

reminiscent of the Black Panther Party.  Connecting Madea to an image of the Black Panther 

Party (her fist is raised in a “Black Power” salute) attaches notions of criminality to this 

organization.  In the end, these images reduce the relationship between the system of mass 

incarceration and Black people to comic folly.  After all, the major role for the coon character is 

to serve as an amusement object.   Madea, then, becomes part of the “transiarch” stereotype that 

Harris and Porter introduce in this volume to describe Black male actors who cinematically 

merge the Black matriarch, mammy, and coon stereotypes. In fact, De Larkin also notes 

elsewhere in this volume that many Black male actors who cross dress and adopt the mammy 

stereotype are engaging in “Fat-Suit minstrelsy,” which is an extension of blackface minstrelsy.  

In the end, the asexual, overweight, cantankerous Black woman character is not to be taken 

seriously; neither are the “embraceable” Black male characters who adopt these roles.  
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 Where Madea falls short of being the coon, her brother Joe (also portrayed by Perry) 

completes this role.  Coons according to Bogle are “no-account niggers, those unreliable, crazy, 

lazy, subhuman creatures good for nothing more than eating watermelons, stealing chickens, 

shooting craps, or butchering the English language” (Bogle, 1990, p. 8).  To bring the stereotype 

up to date, we must add smoking weed to the role of the twenty-first coon.  In I Can Do Bad All 

by Myself when Madea believes that an intruder has invaded her home, she attempts to awaken 

her brother Joe to investigate.  Instead of trying to protect himself and his sister, Joe instructs 

Madea to go get  ‘im.  He rethinks this passive position only when he remembers that he may 

have left his marijuana in the intruder’s sight, so he awakens to protect his marijuana, but not to 

defend his sister or himself.  This depiction is an extension of what we call the “Smokey the 

Half-Baked Coon” stereotype.  This filmic trope gained popularity with the 1995 release of 

Friday featuring Chris Tucker as Smokey the ever-high sidekick to Ice Cube’s protagonist Craig 

and later helped propel the career of Dave Chapelle whose underground hit Half Baked (1998) 

featured the comedian as another ever-high Black lead. Tyler Perry continues the Smokey the 

Half-Baked Coon stereotype in his characters Joe and Madea, for Perry describes Madea as a 

“pot-smoking, loud-mouthed grandmother” (www.tylerperry.com).  The emergence of Smokey 

the Half-Baked Coon took its place alongside previously established Black stereotypes and 

would prepare the next generation for Perry’s particular iteration.   
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 To complete the scripting of his Smokey the Half-Baked Coon character Joe, Perry 

“Blackens” up or more accurately darkens Joe’s skin complexion.  The darkening of Joe’s skin 

cinematically is the re-deployment of the ideological need for Blackness to be permanently 

attached, reaffirmed as sub-human.  It is the further Blackening of an already Black face for the 

purpose of furthering the automated process of Black inferiority.  

 Since D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation, Hollywood has been consistent in its projected 

fear of Black sexuality, particularly Black male sexuality.  Perry gives every reason to feed that 

fear in many of his characterizations of Black males. Michael Eric Dyson (1993) notes, “few 

images have counted more anxiety in the American sexual psyche than the Black male 

embodiment of phallic prowess.  A sordid range of stereotypes, jealousies and fears have been 

developed around Black men wielding their sexuality in ways that are perceived as untoward, 

unruly, or uncontrolled” (Dyson, 1993, p. 169).  In Perry’s cinematic hands, the Black penis is 

unruly and uncontrolled; it needs to be contained.  Appearing in drag as Madea is one way to 

control the Black penis, for in Madea the penis is eradicated.  However, Perry moves well 

beyond cross- dressing to imagine a Black phallic eradication. Nowhere is the argument for this 

restraint made more loudly than in Perry’s magnum opus for anti-Black male movies, For 

Colored Girls.  

 In Tyler Perry’s screen adaptation of Ntozake Shange’s play and choreopoem, For 

Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Enuf, the message is loud and 
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clear: the Black male is sexually reckless. James Snead (1994) wrote that in “all Hollywood film 

portrayals of Blacks…the political is never far from the sexual, for it is both as a political and as 

a sexual threat that the Black skin appears on screen” (p. 8) Perry operates from this framework, 

for within his use of Madea he symbolically castrates Black men; this castration makes the real 

Tyler Perry “embraceable.”  Perry expands the dual debilitating image of the Black male that 

Birth of a Nation helped to solidify, for when his Black male characters are not appearing in the 

movie in a coon rule, they are emerging as brutes.  The common theme for Perry to which Snead 

alludes is that the political and the sexual are never far apart when Blackness appears on screen.  

If the message of For Colored Girls is that Black men are dangerous, the clearest message is that 

the Black penis is the vehicle by which this danger is delivered.  

 The character Beau (Michael Ealy) first appears in For Colored Girls reminding viewers 

of the character Mister from Spielberg’s The Color Purple.  With just a tee shirt (“wife beater”) 

covering his chest, viewers see Beau for the first time as he is “doing his business on top” of 

Crystal (Kimberly Elise).  Appearing shirtless in nearly every scene with his bulging bare chest 

and kinky, unkempt hair magnifies both the virility and the anger of this violent, alcohol-

dependent time bomb.  In an age when African American men and women have the lowest 

marriage rate of any racial group in the United States (Jones, 2006) Beau longs to marry Crystal 

so that they and their two children can be a family.  Apparently mentally ravaged from the 

horrors of war, Beau is obviously not suited for marriage.  It becomes nearly impossible for the 
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viewer to see Beau as a casualty of a failed system.  Instead, Beau’s crimes become his alone for 

which he must atone.  

 For Colored Girls suffers from what the media trade magazine Variety dubbed the 

Burbanking effect to describe Hollywood’s obsession with green lighting movie scripts that 

present the central character’s problem as an individual problem versus a corrupt social order 

(Binggeli, 2006).  In the Burbanking effect, Hollywood decision-makers preferred movies that 

presented “bad seeds” versus “bad systems” (Binggeli, 2006, p. 475). As Roddick and Tino Balio 

have argued, Burbanking had the “conservative effect of maintaining current social order 

because injustice was portrayed as a result of individual villainy that would likely succumb to 

individual heroism” (cited in Binggeli, 2006, p. 475).  This practice was common during the 

studio era (1928-1948), and as Binggeli adds “rendered Black protagonists unrepresentable in 

studio era film” (p. 476).   

As Perry’s creation, in the end, although there is mention of Beau’s mental illness, his 

unforgivable act of dropping his two children out the window to their death because of an 

unfounded act of jealousy rendered Beau, the individual, responsible for his actions, not any 

system that created this unstable mind.  Lest anyone think otherwise, Perry made sure that the 

cameras panned a picture of Beau in jail, not in a mental hospital. Jails are for criminals; mental 

hospitals are for those who are sick.  During this pan, viewers saw other Black men, too, as if to 

suggest they are all guilty like Beau and deserve to be incarcerated. 
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 Beau’s unfounded jealous outbursts took cinematic priority over any possible mental 

illness.  His pursuit of Crystal (Kimberly Elise) for marriage is about as repulsive as Gus’s 

attempt to embrace Flora (Mae Marsh), the youngest of the Cameron siblings in Birth of a 

Nation. Black Gus was enamored with White Flora, thus he attempted to physically embrace her.  

Flora was so disgusted by the thought of being touched by Gus that she committed suicide by 

jumping off a cliff.  Beau loved his wife and children and constantly sought their physical 

embrace. The penalty for Beau’s children accepting their father’s invitation for an embrace was 

their deaths at his hands.  The viewers of Birth of a Nation and For Colored Girls were riveted 

by the equally emotional, melodramatic scenes, and were reassured when Gus and Beau received 

their just punishments.  Gus’s sentence was lynching at the hands of the Ku Klux Klan; Beau’s 

punishment was 21st lynching at the hands of the new Jim Crow system—the prison industrial 

complex (see Alexander, 2010). 

 Tyler Perry’s attack on Black male sexuality is not limited to heterosexuality. His 

depiction of Carl (Omari Hardwick) as a sexually promiscuous bisexual makes it clear that 

regardless of the sexual orientation the Black male penis is reckless and dangerous. A man of 

apparent financial affluence, Carl is so lustful that he parks his luxurious European sedan in the 

street of a seedy neighborhood during broad daylight to receive fellatio from another Black man.  

Apparently Carl could not wait or did not believe that he or his sexual partner deserved a more 

intimate place for their sexcapade.  Perhaps the most important message from Carl is the danger 
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that Black male sexuality presents, for as a result of his sexual promiscuity and sexual infidelity, 

which he later confesses was only with other men, Carl contracts HIV that he passes along to his 

unsuspecting wife, Jo (Janet Jackson).  In the end, Jo’s experience with loving a Black man is a 

potential death sentence—HIV.  Jo learns what her office assistant and Beau’s intended wife 

Crystal learns: loving a Black man may be dangerous to one’s health and may lead to death.  

 Unlike Flora in Birth, Yasmine (Anika Noni Rose) in For Colored Girls accepts the 

overtures of a Black male suitor, Bill (Khalil Kain).  In Bill, viewers see what appears to be a 

cerebral, articulate Black man.  Without any context and without any warning to Yasmine or to 

viewers, we discover together that Bill is a serial rapist—a Black brute. By portraying Bill as just 

any average Joe, any average Black Man, Bill represents the threat and danger of any or of all 

Black men.  

 Defenders of Perry’s For Colored Girls single out the character Donald (Hill Harper), a 

police officer, as an example of a “good” Black male character, but even the good character 

cannot escape the danger of Black male sexuality.  In a sexist (male dominated), patriarchal 

society manhood is often defined in part by the ability for a male to procreate. Donald is capable 

of fathering a child, but his wife, Kelly, is not capable of having a biological child because of 

contracting a sexually transmitted disease presumably from another Black man prior to her 

marriage to Donald.  It is ironic that in the end Donald is not only unable to use his phallic 

“power” to procreate with the wife he loves dearly.  He also is unable to use the power that 
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Whites have bestowed upon him as a police offer to protect and to serve Black women.  Despite 

his promise to “bring the bastard” in, it was a rape victim who brought the rapist “bastard” in by 

sticking a knife into him and ending the threat that he presented to Black women.  The lesson 

learned—even willing Black men cannot protect Black women.  

  The national need to have these images so heavily in rotation for the sanctity/sanity of 

White America is demonstrated in the distribution/promotion of Perry movies.  The Mantan 

Manifesto returns once again as an industry playbook.  As Ishmael Reed (2009) has identified, 

the executives at Lionsgate films, a studio that since 2005 has held a top 10 market share (Box 

Office Mojo), snatched Precious coming out of the Sundance Film Festival and determined it 

suitable for their newly emerging “niche” market—Black films for White audiences.  Ala MGM 

and Birth of a Nation the modern-day minstrelsy became a centerpiece for that company’s 

ascendancy.  In fact, as Reed (2009) explains, “Sarah Greenberg, speaking for Lionsgate, said 

that the movie would provide the studio with ‘a gold mine of opportunity,’ which is probably 

true, since the image of the Black male as sexual predator has created a profit center for over one 

hundred years and even won elections for politicians like Bush, The First.” Indeed, Reed (2009) 

explains the need to serve the dialectic of subordinate-superordinate in his investigation of the 

film studio’s preference for the marketing of one form of Blackness over another.  White 

audience reaction to the test screening of Push (the original name for Precious) convinced some 

business executives that while there may not be a White audience for films depicting cerebral 
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Blacks as in The Great Debaters starring Denzel Washington or heroic Blacks as in Spike Lee’s 

Miracle at St. Anna, there was a White audience for a movie in which Blacks are shown as 

incestors and pedophiles. The popular reception of Precious proved Lionsgate’s co-presidents for 

theatrical marketing, Sarah Greenberg and Tim Palen, to be correct in their prediction that 

Precious represented a “gold mine of opportunity” (Reed, 2009). 

 Many film executives have long seized the opportunity to highlight debased aspects of 

Black life and culture on films while omitting or diminishing the filmic depictions of “cerebral” 

Blacks.  “Cerebral” Black people are simply anathema to White superiority.  Considering these 

depictions of Blackness as propaganda or the intentional dissemination of preferred ideas helps 

to understand the function of the film industry. Matthew Alford’s (2009) recent application of the 

“Propaganda Model” of Noam Chomsky and Ed Herman to Hollywood is instructive here. 

Chomsky and Herman developed the Propaganda Model as a method of analyzing mainstream 

news media.  The model argues that corporate consolidation of media ownership results in media 

output that supports the ideology of that ownership.  The output they argue is no different than 

any other system of propaganda, or the strict ordering of content with the intent to impose a 

preferred message or definition of messages onto a target audience.   

Alford (2009) quotes Chomsky and Herman as both acknowledging that with some 

modification the Propaganda Model applies to films and other popular media. Films promulgate 

“the dominant ideology” of a collaborative government and of corporate elite (cited in Alford, 
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2009, p. 148).  When the principles of Chomsky and Herman’s Propaganda Model are applied to 

the film industry, they demonstrate our point here about the ideological function of film and 

supplement our arguments about CRT.  Alford (2009) applies the principle of “concentrated 

corporate ownership” to the film industry in which six of the largest film studios, the “majors,” 

dominate film production.  While profits are important to the “majors” there exists a 

collaborative effort, conscious or not, between private business and the state that has been 

described as Hollywood’s “commercial aesthetic” (Sennett, 2009, p.8).  This commercial 

aesthetic speaks to the need of the mainstream film industry to be as concerned for transmitting 

propaganda as it is for making profit.  This propaganda effort may be to coerce the public into 

supporting a war or to convince them into accepting some other national project, or the 

propaganda effort may be to reinforce or revive centuries old stereotypic images of Black men 

and women.  The business model itself calls for studios to “avoid political narratives that are 

unfamiliar to audiences…” and to provide “fluff” that is not particularly edgy, particularly 

sophisticated” (Alford, 2009, p. 146).  

 The studio tendency to avoid unfamiliar narratives also fits nicely with another principle 

of the Propaganda Model, “Anti-‘Other’ as a Control Mechanism” (Alford, 2009, p. 148).  Alford 

explains how the constant creation of an “other” as enemy protects against critique of the state 

itself.  The hostile “other” encourages national unity.  Speaking directly to our point here about 
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CRT and the permanence of anti-Blackness Alford references Stuart Hall’s consideration of the 

racial “other,” specifically the dialectical ways in which that is manifest.  According to Hall: 

… for every threatening image of the Black subject as marauding native, menacing 

savage or rebellious slave, there is the comforting image of the Black as domestic 

servant, amusing clown and happy entertainer – an expression of both a nostalgia for an 

innocence lost forever to the civilized, and the threat of civilization being over-run or 

undermined by the recurrence of savagery, which is always lurking beneath the surface; 

or by an untutored sexuality threatening to ‘break out’ (cited in Alford, 2009, p. 150).  

Conclusion 

 As Donald Bogle (2004) once wrote, “guises” may change, but the “archetypal” set of 

images to which Black America has been consigned remains intact (pp. 286-288). Primarily 

through the lens of CRT we have attempted to draw attention to that permanency by showing the 

consistency in Black representation over the last century.  Consequently, we analyzed For 

Colored Girls in terms of filmic content and relationship to the major motion picture industry.  

We find not only common stereotypic representations of Black people, but also a socio-political 

nature to the selection of these films for mass production and consumption as national popular 

culture.   

For Colored Girls must be considered as a 21st century Birth of a Nation in at least two 

senses.  First, though the film certainly did not begin any decline in African America it, like 
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Birth, has indeed become part of the national discussion of the internal failings of a community 

as opposed to the result of a structural or societal oppressive system.  Next, Perry’s film has 

indeed become part of the previously described shift in Black films – sponsored, promoted and 

often owned by and targeted to White America – from engaging in overt discourse centered on 

racist oppression to merely the existence of Black faces on screen.  In another sense, as part of 

the increasingly powerful Lionsgate Films, For Colored Girls has become part of a new standard 

in the industry of marketing Black films to White audiences and in that way has become part of a 

new Tyler Perry/Griffith-like foundation for major studio business success.   

Tyler Perry’s re-presentation of archetypal, culturally ensconced anti-Black imagery has 

indeed assured his historic connection to D.W. Griffith, and both are simply part of a larger 

tapestry of the state function of popular culture and mass media. 
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